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	The history and evolution of the fields of science and medicine are symbiotically linked and thus are mutually dependent. Discoveries in one domain have allowed for progress in the other, and it is nearly impossible to study one area in isolation. The influence of science and technologic discoveries on medicine has profoundly impacted the way physicians practice and has resulted in an extended life expectancy and quality of life that our ancestors never dreamed possible. Science and Technology in Medicine is a collection of 99 essays based on landmark publications that have appeared in the medical literature over the past 500 years. Each essay includes a summary of the article or chapter; text and images reproduced directly from the original source; a short biography of the author(s); and a discussion about the significance of the discovery and its subsequent influence on later developments. Original material by the likes of Dürer, Bernoulli, Doppler, Pasteur, Trendelenburg, Curie and Röntgen offers readers a rare glimpse at publications housed in archives around the world, beautifully reproduced in one fascinating volume.
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Perl 6 EssentialsO'Reilly, 2003
Perl 6 Essentials is the first book  that offers a peek into the next major version of the Perl  language. Written by members of the Perl 6 core development  team, the book covers the development not only of Perl 6  syntax but also Parrot, the language-independent interpreter  developed as part of the Perl 6 design...
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Multimedia Semantics: Metadata, Analysis and InteractionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	Digital multimedia items can be found on most electronic equipment ranging from mobile

	phones and portable audiovisual devices to desktop computers. Users are able to acquire,

	create, store, send, edit, browse, and render through such content at an increasingly fast

	rate. While it becomes easier to generate and store data, it also...
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Conceptual Spaces: The Geometry of ThoughtMIT Press, 2000
"This is a fearless book that casts a wide net around key issues in cognitive science. It offers the kind of coherent, unified view that the field badly needs." - Steven Sloman, Associate Professor, Cognitive and Linguistic Sciences, Brown University"   

       Within cognitive science, two approaches currently dominate...
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Excel 2007 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006


    I’m very proud to present you with the completely revamped and almost totally brand new Excel 2007 For Dummies, the latest version of everybody’s favorite book on Microsoft Office Excel for readers with no intention whatsoever of becoming spreadsheet gurus. The dramatic changes evident in this version of the book...
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Systems Analysis and Design in a Changing World (with CourseMate Printed Access Card)Course Technology PTR, 2008

	Systems Analysis and Design in a Changing World, Fifth Edition, was written and developed with
	both instructor and student needs in mind. Here is just a sample of the unique and exciting
	features that help bring the field of systems analysis and design to life.


	SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN IN A CHANGING WORLD teaches the...
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SharePoint Server 2010 Enterprise Content ManagementWrox Press, 2011

	SharePoint experts focus on SharePoint 2010 as a platform for Enterprise Content Management


	SharePoint allows all users in an organization to manage and share their content reliably and securely. If you're interested in building Web sites using the new capabilities of enterprise content management (ECM) in SharePoint 2010, then...
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